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•There is growing interest in the conversion of intersections from two‐way stop control to all‐way stop
control in both urban and rural areas in North Carolina.
•All‐way stop control can be used at intersections with a pattern of high severity frontal impact crashes. It’s a
low cost countermeasure and quick to implement (granted there is no opposition from the community).
•There are few current, up‐to‐date studies quantifying their safety benefits. Our goal was to develop crash
reduction factors that reflect North Carolina conditions and decision‐making.
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We had several evaluation objectives, which included:
1. Determining if there was a reduction in total and target crashes at intersections converted from two‐way
to all‐way stop control
2. Determining if there was a difference in crash reductions when all‐way stop control intersections are
equipped with a flashing beacon; and
3. Determining if the intersection volume or approach speed limits played a role in crash reductions at
converted intersections.
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We obtained a statewide listing of known all-way stop installations from the Regions.
The Criteria for inclusion in our study was:
•An intersection of two roads with four approaches,
•Under two-way stop sign control in the before period,
•At least three years of ‘before’ crash data available, and
•At least one year of ‘after’ crash data available
53 intersections met these criteria. Conversion dates varied from 1994 through 2008.
We had a Diverse Group of Intersections: with a range of volumes and approach speeds; located in urban,
suburban, and rural areas; some sites with overhead or sign-mounted flashers; and the signing and marking
varied
We saw combinations of oversized stop signs, dual stop signs, advanced warning signs, “stop ahead”
pavement markings, stop bars, florescent markers on stop signs, and/or flags posted above stop signs.
Because we are unable to determine installation dates on the signs and markings, we are unable to attribute
specific crash reductions to these additional treatments.
The data was divided into 3 groups based upon presence of an overhead or sign mounted flasher:
Group 1 consisted of 33 intersections without a flasher;
Group 2 consisted of 8 intersections with a flasher in both the before and after period; and
Group 3 consisted of 8 intersections where the flasher was installed with the all-way stop control
•All intersections within the groups have 1 approach lane. 4 additional locations were analyzed but not included
in one of the three groups because the intersection geometry was different, i.e. there were slip lanes, turn lanes,
and/or median dividers.
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•We analyzed Total, Injury, Frontal impact, & “Ran Stop Sign” crashes.
•Frontal impact crashes occurring in the intersection or related to the intersection were target crashes.
•Injury crashes include both fatal & non‐fatal injury crashes.
•“Ran stop sign” crashes were defined as a crash in which the officer noted that the vehicle disregarded the
stop sign or it could be reasonably inferred from the speeds at impact that the vehicle did not stop at the stop
sign. We assumed vehicles traveling at or over 20 mph were stop sign runners.
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These are the recommended Crash Reduction Factors (CRFs):
•

68% Reduction in Total Crashes, 77% Reduction in Injury Crashes, 75% Reduction in Frontal Impact
Crashes. There was also a 15% reduction in Ran Stop Sign Crashes. We have a more precise idea of the
true reduction with the first three point estimates than with Ran Stop Sign crashes due to the larger
interval surrounding this estimate. The +/‐ notation indicates one standard deviation from the point
estimates.

•Injury and frontal impact crashes especially benefited from the treatment. Due to the all‐way stop
condition, vehicles in crashes tended to travel at much lower speeds at impact. At the treatment sites, we
specifically found a substantial decrease in vehicle speeds at impact in “ran stop sign” crashes.
•We used an EB analysis with Consideration for Traffic Increase, which accounted for an increase in volumes
because of the long duration of before and after periods at some of the sites. The average change in volume
at the treatment sites was approximately 15% from the middle of the before period to the middle of the after
period.
•The numbers are also provided separately for Groups 1‐3, sites with and without flashers. It appears that
the Group 2 & 3 sites had greater crash reductions, which we will discuss more thoroughly in a moment.
Additional notes:
•The Group 2 & 3 results for injury, frontal impact, and “ran stop sign” crashes should be viewed with some
reserve due to small sample size for these crash types.
•Total crashes = 954 before and 312 after (not adjusted for time)
•Injury crashes = 505 before and 111 after (not adjusted for time)
•Frontal Impact = 818 before and 201 after (not adjusted for time)
•Ran stop crashes = 151 before and 116 after (not adjusted for time)
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These tables represent the number of total, injury, and frontal impact crashes that were predicted to happen
in the after period but did not after the all‐way stop projects were completed. At the 53 sites, there were
665 fewer total crashes than expected, 370 fewer injury crashes than expected, and 611 fewer frontal impact
crashes than expected in the after period.
The before period, there were 10 fatalities at the 53 sites. In the after period, there were 0.
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•We also looked at other non‐target crash types using a simple before and after analysis. Overall, there was a
6% increase in Rear End Crashes, a 47% reduction in Ran Off Road Crashes, and a 6% increase in all other non‐
target crashes.
•The concern of creating a substantial increase in Rear End Crashes isn’t showing itself – and we looked at a
lot of sites. In the after period, there were only 45 Rear End Crashes at the 53 sites – and this is using about
an average of 5 years after period.
•There was a substantial reduction in ran off road crashes, some of which may be attributed to a decrease in
avoidance type crashes.
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•We analyzed the number of total and injury crashes that occurred within two months after conversion to all
way stop control. We looked to see if there was an increase in crashes immediately following the installation
because there is a fear that the number of stop sign runners will increase and the number of crashes will
increase in this period.
•We had 31 sites with specific installation dates that we could use. At these sites, we found that in this two‐
month period, the crashes rates were lower than the before period but higher than the remainder of the
after period. It seems that there is an adjustment period immediately following conversion, but that the
number of crashes in this period is still lower than that in the before period. I’ve also provided the total
number of crashes in these time periods in parentheses to provide some perspective on the rates. The 2.3
total crashes per year during 2 months after installation only relates back to 12 total crashes.
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•As you’ll see from this set of eight before and after crash diagrams, the pattern of angle crashes dramatically
decreases but there is not a big increase in rear ends. I’ve noted the approach speeds, after period volume,
and volume splits for each example. We’ll start with the lower speed sites and work our way up to the higher
speed sites.
•This location is Salisbury St at Hardison & Davie St in Mocksville, which is in Davie County. It has
approaching speed limits of 35 mph, an entering AADT of 8500, and a 56/44 volume split between the major
and minor roads. There are no flashers here.
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•This location is Courtland Rd at Harkey Rd in Sanford, which is in Lee County. It has approaching speed limits
of 35 mph, an entering AADT of 6900, and a 64/36 volume split. An overhead flasher and two sign mounted
flashers were installed with the project.
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•This location is Harris Rd/Oak St at Wall Rd in Wake Forest, Wake County. It has approaching speed limits of
35‐45 mph, an entering AADT of 4800, and a 56/44 volume split. There are no flashers here.
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•This location is Honeycutt Rd at Brassfield Rd, north of Raleigh, Wake County. It has approaching speed
limits of 45 mph, an entering AADT of 5300, and a 62/38 volume split. There are no flashers here. It’s located
adjacent to an elementary school.
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•This location is Kerley Rd at Mt Sinai Rd near Durham. It has approaching speed limits of 45 mph, an
entering AADT of 4200, and a 59/41 volume split. There are no flashers here.
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•This location is Bethany Rd at Freedom Mill Rd in a rural area of Gaston County. It has approaching speed
limits of 45 mph, an entering AADT of 5100, and a 55/45 volume split. There are no flashers here.
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•This location is Hopewell Church Rd at Welborn Rd near Trinity, which is in Randolph County. It has
approaching speed limits of 50‐55 mph, an entering AADT of 5000, and a 64/36 volume split. An overhead
flasher was installed with the project. It’s located adjacent to an elementary school.
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•The last location is Shannon Rd at Old Lowery Rd in a rural area of Robeson County. It has approaching
speed limits of 55 mph, an entering AADT of 3400, and a 60/40 volume split. An overhead flasher was
installed several months after the all‐way stop.
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•One of our objectives was to determine what role speed limits approaching the intersection play in the crash
reductions.
•We had 18 low speed sites, 16 moderate speed sites, and 19 high speed sites.
•When analyzing all sites, what we found was that the intersections with higher approach speeds were
experiencing greater crash reductions after conversion to all‐way stop. The crash reductions went from
around 50 percent in the low speed sites to near 80 percent at the higher speed sites. We were curious why
this was happening, so we checked to see if the presence of flashers was the skewing data, since a majority of
sites with flashers were in the moderate/high speed limit ranges. So we next looked at the relationship
between approach speeds and crash reductions just at sites without flashers.
Definition:
low speed sites (with speed limits of 20 to 35 mph on all approaches),
moderate speed sites (with speed limits of 35 to 45 mph on all approaches and at least one approach greater
than 35 mph), and
high speed sites (with speed limits of 45 to 55 mph on all approaches and at least one approach greater than
45 mph).
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•What we found is that the relationship between speed limits & crash reductions holds true for the non‐
flasher data set. So, it seems that it’s not specifically presence of flashers that can explain why intersections
with higher approach speeds experienced greater crash reductions.
•At non‐flasher sites, the crash reductions went from around 30 percent in the low speed sites to around 70
percent at the higher speed sites.
We think some other intersection characteristics contributed to the difference in crash reductions between
the higher & lower speed limit sites:
•A high percentage of the moderate to high speed sites had additional signing and marking treatments to
supplement the stop signs. For example, all of the moderate and high speed limit sites had “stop ahead”
signs, while only about half of the low speed sites had this treatment.
•Greater crash reductions at higher speed sites may be attributed to the more visible all‐way stop condition
created by a combination of treatments such as oversized stop signs, dual stop signs, advanced warning signs,
“stop ahead” pavement markings, stop bars, etc.
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•Here is a prime example of a rural, 45‐mph non‐flasher location with a very visible all‐way stop condition
created by additional signing and marking. These photos were taken 2 weeks after installation. At the time,
the converted approaches had DMS, “New Traffic Pattern” Signs and two Sets of Stop Ahead Signs with
flagging, Stop Ahead Pavement markings, stop bars, Stop marking, and dual stop signs.
•This site is Cornwallis at Josephine/ Shiloh in Johnston Co., which we will discuss in more detail later in the
presentation.
•(In 1 year, 3 months after conversion, there have been 3 crashes – none occurred within 2 months post
installation.)
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•Another objective was to determine if there was a difference in crash reductions when all‐way stop
intersections are equipped with a flasher.
•Looking at the crash data, it appears that the groups with flashers (Groups 2 and 3) performed much better
than those without.
•However, this gap is likely affected by the higher percentage of high speed sites in Groups 2 and 3 that we
just discussed (87% of Group 2 sites and 75% of Group 3 sites had approach speed limits in the moderate and
high ranges, while only 58% of Group 1 sites had approach speeds within these ranges).
•We found that sites with higher speed limits generally had higher crash reductions due to an overall greater
awareness of the all‐way stop control through enhanced signing and marking. It seems plausible that
differences in crash reductions at flasher vs. non‐flasher sites may be influenced as much by these other
factors. I don’t think we can attribute all of the additional crash benefit exclusively to presence of flashers.
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•Another objective was to determine at what ADT range conversion to all‐way stop is effective. At our sites,
intersection volumes varied from 680 ‐ 15,400 entering vehicles/day in the after period, with the average ADT
for all locations being about 6,400 entering veh/day.
•This figure is a scatter plot of the after period intersection ADT versus percent reduction in total crashes for
all locations. There is no apparent trend between entering volumes and crash reductions. Our analysis shows
all‐way stop conversion is consistently effective at a wide range of intersection volumes, and can be just as
effective at higher entering volumes as it is at lower.
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•Another objective was to determine if all‐way stop control has more safety benefit when the approach
volumes are nearly equal.
•At our sites, the minor road volume share varied from 18 to 50% of the total entering volume.
•This figure shows that there is no evidence to suggest that approach volumes have to be nearly equal for the
countermeasure to be effective.
•The sites are divided into higher and lower volume groups on the graph using 6,000 entering vehicles per
day (The red squares are the lower volume sites and the green dots are the higher volume sites). The results
were similar whether the intersection volumes are lower or higher. The all‐way stop control was still effective
when intersection volumes were unbalanced between the minor and major approaches.
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We obtained cost estimates on current signing and markings from Division 5 staff. These are the prices
they’ve used in recent projects.
For an all‐way stop without flashers, the estimated cost is in the $5,000 range. This includes using dual
oversized stop signs, stop ahead signs, and stop ahead pavement markings on the converted approaches.
When talking about converting existing flashers or adding new flashers overhead or on signs (at the very high
end of what a conversion can cost) recent spot safety projects have been set up with up to $20,000.
Assumptions:
•typically takes 2 workers 4 hours for installation
•assuming 4 new stop signs (dual posted on two approaches)
•assuming 4 new stop ahead signs (dual posted on two approaches)
•assuming 8 new all‐way signs (dual posted on all approaches)
•assuming 8 new signs with 2 posts per sign (18 is number used on typical all‐way stop installation)
•assuming stop bars needed for two approaches
•assuming stop ahead symbols needed on two approaches
•assuming stop ahead symbols needed on two approaches
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We ran benefit‐cost examples using a few of the sites that we previously showed crash diagrams for. The first
location we looked at is Hopewell Church Rd at Welborn Rd in Randolph County, which has approaching
speed limits of 50‐55 and an entering ADT of 5000. The treatment was to install an all‐way stop with
overhead flasher. It was completed in July 2004. From the spot safety project file, the estimated cost of
signs, markings, and the flasher was $9500. There was a decrease in 6 injury crashes and 10 PDO crashes at
the site, which gives us a B/C of about 11/1.
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The next location is Courtland Rd at Harkey Rd in Lee County, which has approaching speed limits of 35 and
an entering ADT of 6900. The treatment was to install an all‐way stop with overhead flasher and two‐solar
powered stop sign flashers. It was completed in March 2003. From the spot safety project file, the estimated
cost of Signs and Two Solar Powered Stop Sign Flashers was $6400, but was set up $10,000. There was no
mention of funding the overhead flasher as part of the spot safety project, but I assumed an additional
$5,000 for this – for a total cost of $15,000. There was a decrease in 20 injury crashes and 27 PDO crashes at
the site, which gives us a B/C of almost 21/1.
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The last location we did the B/C for is Honeycutt Rd at Brassfield Rd in Wake County, which has approaching
speed limits of 45 and an entering ADT of 5300. The treatment was to install an all‐way stop only, without
flashers. It was completed in December 2003. I don’t have the costs for this particular location, but used the
$5,000 estimate from other recent non‐flasher projects in Division 5. There was a decrease in 14 injury
crashes and 9 PDO crashes at the site, which gives us a B/C of about 86/1.
The benefit‐cost analysis proves that these are extremely competitive projects. They can be funded quickly
and hopefully implemented quickly as well.
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We collected before and after field delay data at two locations that were recently converted:
•Junction at Ferrell in Durham Co. and
•Cornwallis at Josephine/ Shiloh in Johnston Co.
I want to note that these two locations were not a part of the 53‐intersection evaluation because there was
not enough after period data at the time to include them.
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The intersection of Junction at Ferrell was converted from two‐way to all‐way stop control on April 7, 2009.
In the before period, there were 25 crashes in 3 years, or about 8.3 crashes per year (and included a fatality).
In over 9 months after conversion, there have been 2 crashes, which equates to 2.4 crashes per year, for a 71
percent reduction in crashes. There were no injury crashes in the after period. The approach speeds are 45
mph, entering volume is 5900, and the minor road comprises 35% of the volume. (With this location, the
minor road was the through movement under two‐way stop.)
(Before: 3/1/06‐2/28/09 and After: 4/7/08‐1/31/10)
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In the after period, the all‐way stop spread the delay across all approaches of the intersection. The average
intersection delay increased by 3 seconds per vehicle. In the AM Peak there is a slight decrease in delay for
the minor street but a 11‐12 second delay for the major street approaches after conversion.
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Again, in the PM Peak there is an increase in delay for the major street. And, the average intersection delay
increased by 3 seconds per vehicle. But, we feel that in most cases, these small increases in delay are worth
the substantially improved safety.
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The intersection of Cornwallis at Josephine and Shiloh was converted from two‐way to all‐way stop control on
October 30, 2008. In the before period, there were 12 crashes in 3 years, or 4 crashes per year (and included
a fatality). In 1 year, 3 months after conversion, there have been 3 crashes, which equates to 2.4 crashes per
year, for a 40 percent reduction in crashes. There was a 73% reduction in injury crashes, with 1 Class‐C injury
crash in the after period. The approach speeds are 45 mph, entering volume is 8400, and the minor road
comprises 25% of the volume.
(Before: 9/1/05‐8/31/08 and After: 10/30/08‐1/31/10)
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At this location, there was a greater increase in the average intersection delay, which increased by 9 seconds
per vehicle. In the AM Peak there is a slight decrease in delay for the minor street but a 13‐16 second delay
for the major street after conversion.
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•In the PM Peak there was a more substantial in decrease in delay for the minor street but an 11‐22 second
delay for the major street after converred. And, the average intersection delay increased by over 13 seconds
per vehicle.
•Again, these are our observational data we collected by hand for two peak hours of the day.
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•We wanted to also compare how this intersection would operate under signalized control. Using past traffic
counts, we had the Central Office System Timing Section compare the delay and LOS of the intersection
under two‐way stop, all‐way stop, and signalization using a modeled approach. Our field measurements for
the all‐way stop turned out better than these modeled estimates. As you can see, using the models, there is
about 11 seconds more overall intersection delay under all‐way stop control versus signalization for the two
peak hours of the day.
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Again, here are the recommended crash reduction factors. These numbers use data from the overall group
of 53 locations, regardless of whether a flasher is present or whether the intersection is rural, low volume and
high speed or urban, higher volume and low speed. The overall conclusion is based on the most expansive
group to provide the widest scope possible.
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•These are our conclusions from the study:
•Injury and frontal impact crashes especially benefited from the treatment. There were 10 fatal crashes
before and none after at our treated sites.
•Based on our study findings, you’ll not likely see a significant increase in rear end crashes.
•There was an overall decrease in ran stop sign crashes and we specifically found a substantial decrease in
vehicle speeds at impact in “ran stop sign” crashes.
•The conversion to all‐way stop control was consistently effective at a wide range of intersection volumes,
and can be just as effective at higher entering volumes as it is at lower. It can also be as effective when
intersection volumes are unbalanced between the minor and major approaches as when they are nearly
equal. Of course, this does not mean that volumes play no part in the safety of all‐way stop controlled
intersections, only that in our sample there was no apparent trend between these volume characteristics and
crash reductions.
•There were greater crash reductions at the higher speed treatment sites, which held true when analyzing
sites with or without flashing beacons. We concluded that many more of the sites with moderate and high
speed limits utilize a combination of additional signing and marking treatments to emphasize the all‐way stop
condition, which likely contributed to the greater crash reduction.
•There were greater reductions at the flasher sites, although all of the additional crash benefit may not be
exclusively attributed to presence of flashers. Some of the difference in crash reductions may be attributed
to the large percentage of high speed sites with additional signing and marking as much as to the presence of
flashers.
•We’re doing a great job of alerting motorists of the all‐way stop condition and we need to keep it up.
Additional signing and marking likely contributes to some of the greater crash reductions.
•As the Benefit Cost example prove, it is extremely cost effective from a safety standpoint.
•And finally, you’ll most likely see an increase in the average intersection delay as the all‐way stop spreads
delay across all approaches of the intersection. We can investigate the delay aspect more if you provide us
with locations before they are converted so we can do more before and after delay studies for a wider range
of ADTs and volume share.
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